HMSHS
7th Grade Supply List 2020-2021

PARENTS AND STUDENTS:
We are aware of the high cost of school supplies, especially for families with several school age children. To help you take advantage of sale items during the summer, we have prepared this list of supplies that your child will need for his/her classes next year. If you need assistance with purchasing supplies, please contact the school. The assignment notebook will be provided by the school to all students at no cost. Materials should be brought in on the first day of school.

FOR ALL CLASSES:
- PENCILS (preferably NOT mechanical pencils!)
- hand held pencil sharpener
- one large 3 ring binder notebook with zipper that will hold extra supplies
- pencil case, and assignment notebook •
- 1 set of headphones or earbuds •
- 1 pack of highlighters
- COLORED PENCILS
- 1 pack of dry erase markers
- 1 pack wide ruled notebook paper

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ENGLISH/LANGUAGE ARTS
(Shupp)
(1) one-inch three-ring binder (for ELA ONLY)
(1) pack of 5 tab dividers
(2) composition notebooks
(1) Bottle of Elmer's Glue(Ela only)

MATH
(Leith)
(1) 5-subject spiral notebook (for MATH ONLY)
plenty of #2 pencils (NOT mechanical pencils)

SCIENCE

(1) pocket folder with metal fasteners
Plenty of sharpened #2 pencils
Earbuds
Notebook paper

SOCIAL STUDIES

(1) folder and plenty of pencils
BAND

(1) one-inch Royal Blue three-ring binder
(15) plastic sheet protectors
(10) reeds, 2.5-3 strength [if playing clarinet or saxophone]
Brass players - valve oil
Essential Elements Book 2 for your instrument

Concert clothes:
Boys: white dress shirt, black dress pants, black dress shoes, black socks, black tie;
Girls: white blouse, black dress slacks or black knee length skirt, black dress shoes, black hose/socks

ART

pencils and erasers
(1) ultra-fine sharpie marker-black (a must and available at the Dollar Store)
(1) set of markers (permanent is best)

PE

(to keep in your gym locker all year for class)
T-shirt
Shorts
Sneakers